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Shaheen II Supercomputer!
Processor type:
Intel Haswell

2 CPU sockets per node
@2.3GHz
16 processor cores per CPU

6174 nodes

197,568 cores

128 GB of
memory per node

Over 790 TB total memory

Up to 3.5MW

Water cooled

Weight/
Size

More than 100
metrics tons

36 XC40 Compute cabinets, disk,
blowers, management nodes

Speed

7.2 Peta FLOPS
peak
performance

5.53 Peta FLOPS sustained
LINPACK and ranked 15th in the
latest Top500 list

Cray Aries
interconnect with
Dragonfly
topology

57% of the maximum global
bandwidth between the 18
groups of two cabinets

Sonexion 2000
Lustre appliance

17.6 Peta Bytes of usable
storage
Over 500 GB/s bandwidth
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DataWarp

Tiered Adaptive
Storage (TAS)

Intel Solid Sate Devices (SDD)
fast data cache
Over 1.5 TB/s bandwidth
Hierarchical storage with 200 TB
disk cache and 20 PB of tape
storage, using a spectra logic
tape library (Upgradable to 100
PB)

Collective Buffering – MPI I/O
aggregators
 During a collective write, the buffers on the aggregated nodes are
buffered through MPI, then these nodes write the data to the I/O
servers.

 Example 8 MPI processes, 2 MPI I/O aggregators

MPI Options to use in general
 export MPICH_ENV_DISPLAY=1


Displays all settings used by the MPI during execution

 export MPICH_VERSION_DISPLAY=1


Displays MPI version

 export MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS_DISPLAY=1


Displays all the available I/O hints and their values

 export MPICH_MPIIO_AGGREGATOR_PLACEMENT_DISPLAY=1


Display the ranks that are performing aggregation when using MI-I/O collective buffering

 export MPICH_MPIIO_STATS=2


Statistics on the actual read/write operations after collective buffering

 export MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS=“…”


Declare I/O hints

Burst Buffer
 Shaheen II: 268 Burst Buffer nodes, 536 SSDs, totally 1.52 PB, each node has 2 SSDs
 Adds a layer between the compute nodes and the parallel file system
 Cray DataWarp (DW) I/O is the technology and Burst Buffer is the implementation

Burst Buffer Architecture

Burst Buffer Architecture

Burst Buffer – Use cases
 Periodic burst
 Transfer to PFS between bursts
 I/O improvements
 Accessed via POSIX I/O requests
 Stage-in/stage-out
 Shared BB allocation for multiple jobs
 Coupling applications

Burst Buffer - Status
• 268 DataWarp (DW) nodes, total 1.52PB with granularity 397.44GB
> dwstat most
pool units quantity free
gran
wlm_pool bytes 1.52PiB 1.52PiB 397.44GiB
did not find any of [sessions, instances, configurations, registrations,
activations]
> dwstat nodes
node
pool online drain gran capacity insts activs
nid00002 wlm_pool true false 16MiB 5.82TiB
0
0
…
nid07618 wlm_pool true false 16MiB 5.82TiB
0
0

Burst Buffer Nodes Allocation
• How many DW instances per node?
DW_instances_per_node = 5.82*1024/397.44 = 14.995
A DW node can accommodate up to 14*397.44/1024 = 5.43 TB
• A user requests 60TB of DW nodes, how many DW nodes is he going
to reserve (for striped mode explained later)?
We have 268 DW nodes, each nodes provides initially one DW instance
and when all of them are used, then it starts from the first DW node
again. The allocation occurs under round - robin basis
Requested_DW_nodes = 60*1024/397.44 = 154.58, so we will reserve
155 DW nodes.
Important: If you reserve more than 268 * 397.44/1024 = 104TB, then
some DW nodes will be used twice and this can cause I/O performance
issues

Burst Buffer Modes
• DW supports two access modes
• Private
Each of the compute job has its own private space on BB and it will
lot be visible to other compute jobs. For now, data is not striped over
BB nodes in private mode (not tested). Each compute node has
access to a BB allocation equal to the granularity size.
• Striped
The data will be striped over several Burst Buffer nodes. BB nodes
are allocated on a round-robin basis. We use this mode mainly
• BB supports two reservation modes
• Scratch is temporary space allocation which will be removed
when the job is finished
• Persistent is when you have many jobs that need to access the
same files, so this mode creates a DW space that persists after a
job is finished and it is available to other of your DW jobs.
Important: Persistent space is not a backup solution, you could
lose your data in case of any BB problem

Burst Buffer Workflow
• Initially the files are located on Lustre filesystem
• For the files that need to be accessed multiple times but also for any
big files you should move these files on BB before your job
reservation. This phase is called stage-in. You can stage-in either file
or folder.
• When the job finishes, the created files will be returned to the folder
that the user declared in the script, this is called stage-out.
• The files on BB are located inside the path declared by environment
variable $DW_JOB_STRIPED (for striped mode)
Note: Stage-in and –out are not mandatory it depends what the user
needs. Maybe there are no input files or the user wants just to measure
the execution time.

Modify SLURM script
• Lustre reservation
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH --partition=workq
#SBATCH -t 10:00:00
#SBATCH -A k01
#SBATCH --nodes=32
#SBATCH --ntasks=1024
#SBATCH -J slurm_test
Comment: Insert the DW commands, exactly after the SBATCH
commands, do not include any other unrelated commands between
SBATCH and DW declarations.

Modify SLURM script
• BB reservation (2TB of DW space)
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH --partition=workq
#SBATCH -t 10:00:00
#SBATCH -A k01
#SBATCH --nodes=32
#SBATCH --ntasks=1024
#SBATCH -J slurm_test
#DW jobdw type=scratch access_mode=striped capacity=2TiB
#DW stage_in type=directory source=/scratch/markomg/for_bb
destination=$DW_JOB_STRIPED
#DW stage_out type=directory destination=/scratch/markomg/back_up
source=$DW_JOB_STRIPED/
cd $DW_JOB_STRIPED
chmod +x executable
Note: You can stage-in/out also files instead of directory

DataWarp – Restrictions
• When you stage-in executables, you need to execute a command when
you are on BB, that this file is executable (chmod +x executable)
• Symbolic links will be lost during stage-in
• Some issues with the filesystem can happen

BB – Check status of reservation
 Execute: dwstat most

pool units quantity free
gran
wlm_pool bytes 1.52PiB 1.52PiB 397.44GiB
sess state token creator owner
created expiration nodes
975 CA--- 2728666 SLURM 137767 2017-01-19T23:49:54
never

40

inst state sess
bytes nodes
created expiration intact label public confs
967 CA--- 975 794.88GiB
2 2017-01-19T23:49:54
never true I975-0 false
1
conf state inst type access_type activs
975 CA--- 967 scratch
stripe
1
reg state sess conf wait
945 CA--- 975 975 true
activ state sess conf nodes
mount
884 CA--- 975 975 40 /var/opt/cray/dws/mounts/batch/2728666/ss

 You can see only your jobs from this command

Profiling MPI I/O on BB
Question: Using 160 nodes with 1 MPI process per node and 2TB of DW space (6 DW nodes) with
MPI I/O through PnetCDF, how many MPI I/O aggregators are saving the NetCDF file on Lustre?
Answer: 6!
Table 6: File Output Stats by Filename
Write Time | Write MBytes | Write Rate |
|
| MBytes/sec |

Writes | Bytes/ Call |File Name
|
| PE

710.752322 | 988,990.668619 | 1,391.470191 | 671,160.0 | 1,545,133.62 |Total
|----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 263.824253 | 369,720.282763 | 1,401.388533 | 46,690.0 | 8,303,272.98 |
wrfrst_d01_2009-12-18_00_30_00
||---------------------------------------------------------------------------|| 45.299442 | 61,624.000000 | 1,360.369943 | 7,798.0 | 8,286,412.85 |pe.96
|| 44.410365 | 61,616.000000 | 1,387.423860 | 7,795.0 | 8,288,525.83 |pe.160
|| 43.762797 | 61,623.999999 | 1,408.136675 | 7,763.0 | 8,323,772.69 |pe.32
|| 43.708663 | 61,616.148647 | 1,409.701068 | 7,762.0 | 8,323,784.42 |pe.0
|| 43.532686 | 61,616.134117 | 1,415.399323 | 7,764.0 | 8,321,638.26 |pe.128
|| 43.110299 | 61,624.000000 | 1,429.449598 | 7,808.0 | 8,275,800.13 |pe.64
|| 0.000000 |
0.000000 |
-- |
0.0 |
-- |pe.1
|| 0.000000 |
0.000000 |
-- |
0.0 |
-- |pe.2
|| 0.000000 |
0.000000 |
-- |
0.0 |
-- |pe.3
|| 0.000000 |
0.000000 |
-- |
0.0 |
-- |pe.4
|| 0.000000 |
0.000000 |
-- |
0.0 |
-- |pe.5
|| 0.000000 |
0.000000 |
-- |
0.0 |
-- |pe.6
|| 0.000000 |
0.000000 |
-- |
0.0 |
-- |pe.7

How do we choose the number of MPI I/O
aggregators on BB?
 In this example we have parallel I/O and we can adjust the number of the MPI
processes for simulating an application

 MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS
 export MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS="wrfrst*:cb_nodes=80,wrfout*:cb_nodes=40”
 This environment variable is supported on DataWarp since Cray-MPICH v7.4

 In this case we select 80 MPI I/O aggregators for the files starting with the name
wrfrst*, and 40 MPI I/O aggregators for the files starting with the name wrfout*.

 Although this depends on the application, according to out experience, if you have

one MPI I/O aggregator per DW node (default behavior), the performance is not
always good. In order to stress the SSDs of the DW node, more than one MPI
process should write data per DW node, and this happens with MPI I/O aggregators.

 Depending on the size of the file, some times we need to use different number of
MPI I/O aggregators per file.

How to compile your code for better
performance on DW
 Because of the MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS environment variable, Cray-MPICH
v7.4 and later is required.

 Load the appropriate versions:
 module load cdt/16.08
Switching
Switching
Switching
Switching
Switching
Switching
Switching

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

atp/2.0.2.
cce/8.5.2.
cray-libsci/16.07.1.
cray-mpich/7.4.2.
craype/2.5.6.
modules/3.2.10.4.
pmi/5.0.10-1.0000.11050.0.0.ari.

 Then compile your application

How do we choose the number of MPI I/O
aggregators on BB?
 Tips:
 The number of the MPI I/O aggregators should divide the number of total
MPI processes for better load balancing. For example, If you have 1024
MPI processes, do not declare 100 MPI I/O aggregators, but 128 or 64.
 The number of the requested DW nodes, should divide the number of the
MPI I/O aggregators for better load balancing also.
 Of course the requested DW nodes should provide enough data for all of
your experiments, thus there is a minimum amount of needed DW nodes.

 𝑀𝑃𝐼_𝐼𝑂_𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠={█𝐷𝑊_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠,𝑖𝑓 𝑤𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝑊
𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑘∗𝐷𝑊_𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑘∈ℕ, 2≤𝑘≤16
 Number_of_total_MPI_processes= 𝑙∗𝑀𝑃𝐼_𝐼𝑂_𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑙∈ℕ, 𝑙≥2

Compute the required DW space
 It is already mentioned that we need to have enough space for our
experiments

 If the experiments are about DW scalability and the number of the MPI/
OpenMP processes remain stable, then you could modify the MPI I/O
aggregators and the number of DW nodes. As these two numbers should be
divided you can compute how many nodes you have to request.

 If you need for example 64 DW nodes, then you should calculate the
requested space as follows:
 Multiply with the DW granularity:

 64*397.44=25436.16
 Round down and request this value in the submission script, for example:
 25436GiB

Create persistent DW space I
 Create persistent DW space
#!/bin/bash -x
#SBATCH --partition=workq
#SBATCH -t 1
#SBATCH -A k01
#SBATCH --nodes=1
#SBATCH -J create_persistent_space
#BB create_persistent name=george_test capacity=600G access=striped
type=scratch
exit 0

Checking the status of the persistent DW
reservation
> dwstat most
sess state
token creator owner
created expiration nodes
985 CA--- george_test
CLI 137767 2017-01-20T18:01:00
never

0

inst state sess
bytes nodes
created expiration intact
label public confs
977 CA--- 985 794.88GiB
2 2017-01-20T18:01:01
never true george_test true

> dwstat nodes
node
pool
online drain gran capacity insts activs
nid01349 wlm_pool true false 16MiB 5.82TiB
1
0
nid01410 wlm_pool true false 16MiB 5.82TiB
1
0

1

Use DW persistent space I
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH --partition=workq
#SBATCH -t 10
#SBATCH -A k01
#SBATCH --nodes=1
#DW persistentdw name=george_test
#DW stage_in type=directory source=/project/k01/markomg/wrf
destination=$DW_PERSISTENT_STRIPED_george_test
cd $DW_PERSISTENT_STRIPED_george_test/
…
exit 0

Use DW persistent space II
 Submit another jobs by either stage-in different files, or without stagein

 In the case that you want to connect interactively on the compute

node to have access to BB and check the files, follow the instructions:
 Create a file, called it for example bbf.conf with the following:
 #DW persistentdw name=george_test
 Execute:

salloc -N 1 -t 00:10:00 --bbf="bbf.conf”
srun -u --pty bash -i
cd $DW_PERSISTENT_STRIPED_george_test

 markomg@nid00024:/var/opt/cray/dws/mounts/batch/george_test/ss

Use DW persistent space III
 Three jobs were executed on persistent DW space and created a job folder with the job id as their
name:
nid00024:/var/opt/cray/dws/mounts/batch/george_test/ss/ ls -l 2729*

2729356:
-rw-r--r-- 1 markomg g-markomg 3053617664 Jan 20 18:49 wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00
-rw-r--r-- 1 markomg g-markomg 3053617664 Jan 20 18:49 wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_01_00_00
2729361:
-rw-r--r-- 1 markomg g-markomg 3053617664 Jan 20 18:57 wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00
-rw-r--r-- 1 markomg g-markomg 3053617664 Jan 20 18:57 wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_01_00_00
2729362:
-rw-r--r-- 1 markomg g-markomg 3053617664 Jan 20 19:09 wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00
-rw-r--r-- 1 markomg g-markomg 3053617664 Jan 20 19:09 wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_01_00_00

Finalize DW persistent reservation
 When the experiments are finished, then stage-out the files. Do not

copy the files from the interactive mode back to Lustre as this can be
much slower, depending on the file sizes.

 Finally delete the DW space

Applications/Benchmarks

Study-case WRF-CHEM

WRF-CHEM on Burst Buffer
 Weather Research and Forecasting Model coupling with Chemistry
 Small domain: 330 x 275
 Size of input file: 804 MB
 Size of output file: 2.9GB, it is saved every one hour of simulation
 Output file quite small
 For all the WRF-CHEM experiments we use 1280 MPI processes (40
nodes), as this is the optimum for the computation.

Total execution time and I/O on BB
without MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS (default)
Burst Buffer
256

Time (in seconds)

128
64
32
16
8
4
2
1
1

2

4

8

#DW nodes
Total time

Reading input file

Writing output file

Lustre 64 OSTs

• The best total execution time is provided when we have 4 DW nodes
• On Lustre the best execution time is with 64 OSTs and it is 15% faster than BB

Darshan – 4 DW nodes

Understand the MPI I/O statistics on BB
(MPICH_MPIIO_STATS=1) I
+--------------------------------------------------------+
| MPIIO read access patterns for wrfinput_d01
| independent reads
=1
| collective reads
= 527360
| independent readers
=1
| aggregators
=4
We have 4 MPI I/O aggregators on 1 DW node
| stripe count
=1
| stripe size
= 8388608
Default stripe size is 8MB
| system reads
= 762
Only the 14.17% of the reads are striped
| stripe sized reads
= 108
| total bytes for reads = 2930104643 = 2794 MiB = 2 GiB
| ave system read size = 3845281 Average system read size is less than 4MB
| number of read gaps
=2
| ave read gap size
=0
+--------------------------------------------------------+
Timing for processing wrfinput file (stream 0) for domain

1: 13.19130 elapsed seconds

Understand the MPI I/O statistics on BB
(MPICH_MPIIO_STATS=1) II
+--------------------------------------------------------+
| MPIIO write access patterns for wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00
| independent writes
=2
| collective writes
= 552960
| independent writers
=1
| aggregators
=4
| stripe count
=1
| stripe size
= 8388608
Only 14.3% of the writes are striped
| system writes
= 797
| stripe sized writes
= 114
| total bytes for writes = 3045341799 = 2904 MiB = 2 GiB
| ave system write size = 3821006
| read-modify-write count = 0
| read-modify-write bytes = 0
| number of write gaps = 2
There are 2 gaps of almost 4MB
| ave write gap size
= 4194300
+--------------------------------------------------------+
Timing for Writing wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00 for domain
1: 18.83090 elapsed seconds

Compare the total execution time on single DW
nodes across various MPI I/O aggregators
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# MPI I/O aggregators

• Example for declaring 2 MPI I/O aggregators
export MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS="wrfinput*:cb_nodes=2,wrfout*:cb_nodes=2”
• Tip: You can declare different MPI I/O aggregators per file

Studying the influence of the stripe size on the
performance of application for 8 MPI I/O
aggregators on single DW node
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• Changing the stripe size form 8 to 2 MB, improved the total execution time by 22%
• Example of 8 MPI I/O aggregators and 2MB of stripe size (striping_unit flag)
export MPICH_MPIIO_HINTS="wrfinput*:cb_nodes=8:striping_unit=2097152,
wrfout*:cb_nodes=8:striping_unit=2097152”
• Why for stripe size of 1 MB the performance is not improved?

MPI I/O statistics for stripe size equal to 1MB
+--------------------------------------------------------+
| MPIIO write access patterns for wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00
| independent writes
=2
| collective writes
= 552960
| independent writers
=1
| aggregators
=8
| stripe count
=1
| stripe size
= 1048576
78% of the writes are striped but the system does
| system writes
= 3338
now 3338 writes instead of 797
| stripe sized writes
= 2606
| total bytes for writes = 3045341799 = 2904 MiB = 2 GiB
| ave system write size = 912325
| read-modify-write count = 0
| read-modify-write bytes = 0
| number of write gaps = 2
| ave write gap size
= 524284
+--------------------------------------------------------+
Timing for Writing wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00 for domain

1:

9.09640 elapsed seconds

Let’s increase the MPI I/O aggregators because there are many write calls now

Increasing the number of the MPI I/O
aggregators for stripe size equal to 1MB
+--------------------------------------------------------+
| MPIIO write access patterns for wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00
| independent writes
=2
| collective writes
= 552960
| independent writers
=1
| aggregators
= 20
| stripe count
=1
| stripe size
= 1048576
| system writes
= 3338
| stripe sized writes
= 2606
| total bytes for writes = 3045341799 = 2904 MiB = 2 GiB
| ave system write size = 912325
| read-modify-write count = 0
| read-modify-write bytes = 0
| number of write gaps = 2
| ave write gap size
= 524284
+--------------------------------------------------------+
Timing for Writing wrfout_d01_2007-04-03_00_00_00 for domain

1:

6.40781 elapsed seconds

Finally, by increasing the MPI I/O aggregators to 40 and decreasing the stripe size to 256KB,
we achieve the best result, of total execution time 97 seconds.

Comparison between BB and Lustre
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The total execution time on BB is 13.4% faster than Lustre for one hour of
simulation of WRF-CHEM. For 24 hours of simulation the execution time on BB
is faster than Lustre by 14.8%
We achieved better performance with BB by using one single BB node in
comparison to 64 OSTs of Lustre

DataWarp vs Lustre for same number of
nodes (OSTs)
WRF reports I/O time but it includes other functionalities which is beyond I/
O
I/O time for the WRF restart file, size 361 GB
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The library achieves up to 900 GB/s on Burst Buffer,
while we save 64 MB (2x32) per MPI process

Efficiency based on IOR peak
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Complex Workflows

In situ processing and visualization
Collaboration with KVL

Cyclone Chapala

Extremely Severe Cyclonic Storm Chapala was the second
strongest tropical cyclone on record in the Arabian Sea,
according to the American-based Joint Typhoon Warning
Center (JTWC). The third named storm of the 2015 North Indian
Ocean cyclone season, it developed on 28 October off western
India from the monsoon trough. Fueled by record warm water
temperatures, the system quickly intensified and was
named Chapala by the India Meteorological Department (IMD).
By 30 October, the storm developed an eye in the center of a
well-defined circular area of deep convection. That day, the IMD
estimated peak three-minute sustained winds of 215 km/h
(130 mph), and the JTWC estimated one-minute winds of
240 km/h (150 mph); only Cyclone Gonu in 2007 was stronger in
the Arabian Sea.

Description
 We execute Inshimtu and WRF on the same nodes (Inshimtu uses only
the last core), one extra node for the post-process

 When a NetCDF file is written, then it is converted to VTK format but
only the area that we are interested in, so we save less data

 In our largest case, by removing variables that we do not need and
chopping specific area, from 28.2TB of NetCDF files, we save on
Lustre 97GB

 Files are downloaded and visualized

Results
 We use two domains, one small ( 1100x1000x34 ) and one larger
( 3500x3000x34 ).

 In order to increase the details in the available data, we are testing two
cases, saving data every one hour and every 10 minutes.

 A post-processing tool chops from the whole area only the cyclone region
and saves this file on BB.

 Using Burst Buffer, saving the data every 10 minutes for the large

domain, is 5% faster than saving the data for every hour on Lustre.

 Thus, we were able to save 6 times more I/O than the original case,
faster, without consuming extra core-hours.

Visualization
 Executing the

simulation on Burst
Buffer and save data
every 10 minutes
with manual tuning
(6x times more
data). Total
execution time is 5%
faster than Lustre.

Conclusions
 Using Burst Buffer is not difficult but achieving significant performance
requires some effort.

 Burst Buffer boosts the performance for many demonstrated
applications

 Many parameters need be investigated for the optimum performance
 Be careful to compile your application with the appropriate Cray MPICH
version

 CLE 6.0 solves some BB issues but still needs optimizations
 Implementing a complex workflow has several steps and it could

combine persistent allocation, multiple applications having access to
same files, external scripts to handle same files, and DataWarp API

Thank you!
Questions?
georgios.markomanolis@kaust.edu.sa

